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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: Fed added fuel to the fire by changing its monetary policy goal post. This propped up risk assets and

undermined the US Dollar. US stock indices clocked a fresh all-time high. Asian equity markets are all trading in

the green. Even the US bond yields have risen but the 10 year is still half of the pre-covid levels at around 0.77%.

USD is under pressure against majors like Euro and GBP and also Asian currencies. USDINR September futures

may open lower around 74.00 levels. Trend remains downward and hence trade remains to sell. Stop loss has to

be above 74.60 on September futures on a daily closing basis. Support is near 73.70/80 levels. In case the con-

vincingly breaks down below 73.70, it can aim for 72.70/80 levels. RBI seems to intervening via forwards, evident

from the sharp increase in forward premium but as I have argued before, that intervention via forwards is less

effective than intervention via spot, as former not only discourages demand for USD in the forward market due to

rising forward premium but also incentivise the carry traders to sell USD and also exporters to hedge via forwards

and futures.

EUR: TFed adopting an average inflation targeting framework is negative for USD. EURUSD is trading around

1.1840 levels. My view remains bullish on EURUSD and my trade remains to buy the dip with a stop below 1.1680

levels on a closing basis. Target is around 1.1920/30 zone and thereafter near 1.2100 levels.

GBP:GBPUSD is a buy on decline with stop below 1.3050 target remains 1.33 and 1.34 levels. We need to keep an

eye on EU-UK trade negotiations which resume next week.

JPY A strong USDJPY and a weak USDINR is a double trouble for JPYINR as this can drag JPYINR lower.

MACRO VIEW

US Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell announced the central bank had agreed a new set of policies aimed

at supporting the economy and the labour market. Addressing the Jackson Hole Symposium, Powell said the Fed

will now target an average 2.0% rate of inflation while introducing an emphasis on broad and inclusive employ-

ment. The move to an average inflation rate implies that the Fed will not rush to raise interest rates in the future

on signs inflation is heating up thereby putting a handbrake on the economy.

Fed will also pursue maximum employment. A central bank generally have twin mandates- full employment and

price stability. In the new statement on longer-run goals, the Fed said its decisions would be informed by its

assessment of "shortfalls of employment from its maximum level." The previous version had referred to "devia-

tions from its maximum level." The change de-emphasizes previous concerns that low unemployment can cause

excess inflation.

Since global financial crises of 2007-08, inflation, measured by PCE index, has spent more time below 2%, fed's

target, than above it. This clearly shows that the average inflation, which focusses on the post GFC period, did

not the warrant the kind of tightening Fed did post 2014. At the same time, the broad based measure of unem-

ployment rate, U-6, also shows that the labour market has been less tight than was thought before the crises. All

in all, Fed has erected a high enough hurdles, which the economy has to cross, before the committee can sign on

rate hikes. This is music to the ears of a EM asset manager and hence EM currencies. A zero bound rates in US

and a US central banker reluctant to raise cost of capital, are a potent cocktail to see the trickle of money flow

towards EM turn into a gush. FPI flows into Indian equity has been a whopping $ 6 billion MTD and if now the

flows occurs in debt as well, then RBI may have a real challenge up its hand with an undervalued Rupee.
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